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GREEK IKSCRIPTION FROM JERASH.
By Rev. J. E. H.

THOMSON,

D.D.

ON Octoberl0th I was in Jerash, and saw the enclosed inscriptions with

several others. I do not attempt to give an exact portraiture of the
stones, but have endeavoured to render accurately the form of the letters.
The first seems interesting, from the peculiar use of K • for -r ,, possibly
the result of the Latin qi,e. We found the stone newly unearthed,
probably by some people seeking for tear-bottles. It was nearly directly
south of the Propylamm. You may have already got it; if so, there is:
no harm done. The Latin inscription was on a newly-unearthed tombstone, and is interesting as Latin.
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THE GREEK INSCRIPTION.

Near this was another frag-ment, which at first sight seemed to ha, e
broken from the above, but I could not piece it into it.
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(The last letters damaged.)
THE LATIN INSCRIPTION,

Might the Sabina here na.med be the daughter of the Sabinus of the
Greek inscription 1
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GREEK INSCRIPTION FROM BEIT-MERI.

Note on the Greek Inscription from Jerash by A. S. M.
'lK 1rpo11ola~]
<I>pciv.,-J..wor , • • , . , , , • ,
.,...,]11 7r£VTE, Pov,j>[ov . , , , ,
11: ]i
Ia/3lvov 11:e Ia,9ap[ ov
11:i 'Ap.p,,J..lov 11:e Eltp. . • •.
Atav acJmpMl'J 11:e .,-IJ [ kp<'>v
11:e o ax0,ls /3wp.os

"By the care of Phronto and the Five, Rufus, Sabinus, Severns (1),
Arnreilius and Eumelius (?) were dedicated both the [temple] and the
. . . . altar." I think the restoration of the name of Phronto in the
first line is justified by a comparil:lon of the inscription from Bostra, in
"Waddington," No. 1G07, where it is again associated with the names
Sabinus and Amreilius.
In that inscription he has the title of Legate, and is concerned in the
~rection of an altar. The pre~ent inscription concerns a temple,
apparently, as well as an altar. The phrase o ax0,ls [3oop.os is new to
me, and I do not venture on a translation of it.
Waddington assigns the Phronto of his inscription to the second
century A.n., but I suppose that the use of Ke= Kal in ours indicates a
much later date.
If I am right in my reading of the second line, the five names which
follow would represent a board of quinqueviri.

GREEK INSCRIPTION ON AN ALTAR IN THE GARDEN
OF MENTOR MOTT, ESQ., BEYROUTH, FOUND AT
BEIT-MERI, LEBANON.
Kvpl6) '}'EVIIU{6) BaAp.apKw<lir .;;
•

•

Kal

Mry-ypiv Kara KEAEV(rtll 0wii 'Ap,p.0')1IOV

Mat<f'-O~ lvxapunws avi011rca.

"To the great god Baal Marcod, called also Megrin, I, Maximus, have
gladly erected this in obedience to the command of the god Aremthenos."
The above inscription from Mr. Mott's garden has already been
published in M. Clermont-Ganneau's "Receuil d'Archeologie Orientale,"
1886, p. 95, but 11s many readers of the Qua,rterly Statement may not see
the "Receuil," the inscription is reproduced here.
Waddington (Nos. 1855-1857) gives three inscriptions from this same
locality in which the name of Baal Marcod occurs. But I have not found

